mitochondrial genomes, there should be ample scope for mitochondrial mutations to 23 interfere with genetic condition, with concomitant effects on the nuclear mutation 24 rate. Moreover, because theory suggests mitochondrial genetic effects will often be 25 male-biased, such effects could be more strongly felt in males than females. Here, by 26 mating irradiated male Drosophila melanogaster to isogenic females bearing six 27 distinct mitochondrial haplotypes, we tested whether mitochondrial genetic variation 28 affects DNA repair capacity, and whether effects of mutation load on reproductive Mutation is the primary source of all genetic variation, both adaptive and deleterious. 46 Generally, de novo mutations are detrimental, and high mutation load will thus reduce 47 mean fitness, posing a threat to individual and population viability (Keightley and 48 Lynch 2003). However, mutations are also the source of standing genetic variation, 49 enabling populations to mount an evolutionary adaptive response to sudden 50 environmental change and changing habitats. Mutations thus stand at the core of a 51 population's ability to adapt and to evolve. Understanding the factors that define the 52 frequency at which new heritable mutations arise -the mutation rate -is thus of 53 fundamental interest to evolutionary biology. Mutation rates are known to vary 54 between species, and while most mechanisms that define the mutation rate are not yet 55 fully resolved (Baer et al. 2007 ), one key component is the capability of organisms to 56 repair damage incurred to their DNA (Sniegowski et al. 2000) . The prevailing paradigm for the analysis of mutations, from a population genetics 59 perspective, is that the genome-wide mutation rate between individuals in a 60 population is relatively constant (Drake et al. 1998 However, DNA damage in mutagenized sperm can be repaired by the maternal repair 139 system post-fertilization in zygotes (Vogel et al. 1985 We conducted all analyses using a Bayesian mixed model using the R package 343 MCMCglmm accounting for the overdispersion present in our binomial data 344 (Hadfield 2010) . For all models we discarded the first 20,000 iterations as burn-in, 345 followed by 50,000 iterations, sampled every 500 iterations, yielding a posterior thus subject to male-specific selection (Bachtrog 2013 Figure S3 : Experimental breeding scheme for the F 1 generation. 50% of eggs ovipositioned by the F 0 generation (see also Figure S1 ) were left to 
